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About This Content

A Fighter's Tale: Valeros has you delve into the lore of one of Pathfinder's Iconic fighter character, Valeros. Learn of his past
and how it affects his present and future.

This is playable as a standalone addition and not a requirement to complete The Rise of the Runelords adventure.

Contents:

1 new Fighter character - Tontelizi "Legbreaker" (details below)

5 new Scenarios requiring Valeros as a party member

30 new cards, 5 of which are specifically designed for Valeros
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More on Tontelizi "Legbreaker", the Gnome Fighter:

Hand size: 4 upgradable to 6

Proficiency: Light & Heavy Armor and Weapons on start

Powers:

- Teamwork: add 1d4 to a combat check by another character at your location.
- Polearm Mastery: when you would discard a weapon that has the Polearm trait for its power, you may recharge it instead.

Starting Cards:

- 5 Weapons
- 3 Armors
- 2 Items
- 2 Allies

- 3 Blessings
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Basically this game is one Analog Stick + one Button, this sums up the combat mechanics it offers. If you like decent instakill
Brawlers with pickups you might wanna try this, for me the combat doesn't really offer anything interesting:
-you either get a ranged kill you can't properly aim because your running direction is your aim direction
-you run up to your opponent to test who has the better better-hitbox-range-timing

Why not offer some expert modes with extended controls? A one-button top-down game begs for twinstick shooting mechanics,
backing of while facing your opponent would add so much depth.

I accept that these Partygames should be super accessible, but the gameplay is just too dull for me.

The challenges are tedious or boring:
-Worms:
I had no idea what to do vs the worms, they first appear only stunned so i tried to hit them during stun which did nothing. They
didn't seem to suffer any visual damage nor did they got shorter so i thought i only stun them. The key was to stun them just a
few times which made me go "ok, fine, whatever" after beatin the challenge. The worms just move randomly without
considering you so it does not feel like a combat

-Trolls:
just boring

-Crystal Hydra:
Tedious! running back and forth the entire arena everytime for the swap is just unfun, the bullet-hell is a bit challenging but you
only die to it if you want to kill more than 3 heads in one go (because its tedious). The blue orb is barely visible or advertised the
first time so it felt like a cheapshot then.

-Dragons
This is not a challenge

-Dark Knights
Here is where you can extensively train the hitbox timings (if you can endure the waiting periods between deaths and the
completely useless unskipable countdown at the start) but it also shines light on why the combat is so dull for me. A good game.
It's a little short, and the final level is a nightmare, even on easy, but it's a good retro styled shooter.

Almost want to make an in depth review on my channel.. Save yourself $9.99 and Stick with the demo!

The full game is buggy as heck and unplayable in its current state. I have W7 x64 Ultimate. i5 4670K OC @ 4.4ghz. GTX 1070
FTW. 16GB RAM. 500GB Samsung SSD. No problems with any VR games with my VIVE.

When you try to play against AI, the game bugs out. Framerate drops. Nonstop stuttering. Flashes of white across the screen.
And the blank SteamVR background, chaperone, and VIVE controller will randomly appear and disappear during play.

When you switch it to practice mode, the game runs smooth as silk.

To top it off, it seems the developer isn't around so expect seldom updates if any.. Wake up was a great VR experience. I like
the atmosphere of this game. The puzzles are interesting and not too hard. Also the teleportation works pretty well and doesn't
make you sick. A nice showcase what's possible with VR. Worth to try it out!. If you and your friends are looking for a game to
have a great time on. THIS IS A GAME FOR YOU! Sooooo much fun.
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This game is so far the worst game I have ever played. But It's not like It's the worst game in the world. It's a 2D shooter I
bought since I got one of those Coupons from crafting badges.

Decent 74/100
I play it when bored. Every time over two days I try to play episode one, I get the loading screen, then at about 45% load it
pauses a long time then says "we've experienced an issue while playing the episode." No clues are given what the error could be,
nor an error code.. Simple game that has many different outcomes on how it ends or is played.

I enjoyed trying to end it diff ways or max out my profit and see how much i could push it.
Just a all in all good simple game and hey it's about selling drugs!!!! Bonus

In my opinion this game is worth paying $6.99 for

Follow my Reviews to support Real Reviews from a Real Player!!!. its really good and helpful, the only problem that this
program have some issues with a multiple screen setup, one of them, is when the screen turn of from inactivity all of the icon
fences will either switch for another monitor or will all be in the same one, ofcourse you can fix that but saving your desktop
once with the problem so it will cancel its self and one without it, but sometime it doesnt work also sometimes the setting (which
you can customise almost everything) wont be saved nothing that cant be fixed. First impressions: Making your own starbase
and ship right at the begining was cool, it's a bit buggy but works pretty well. I launched into MP but wasn't sure what was going
on. I can see lots of promise and will update this review the more I play. For free theres no reason not to check it out.

If you enjoyed my review please consider following and joining my Steam group
Mature Minded Gamers
We have free game giveaway's every month for all Members, just click Follow and Join!. You know those horrible force stealth
missions put in other games; the type of thing that's so worn out even the IGN writers pick on it? Imagine an entire game of it..
OWN THIS!!!

(As promised, I have edited my review since I was able to figure out a fuel issue I was having -
 if you're having a fuel issue, read the bottom - it's NOT the DLC!)

What I love about this: the sound and details. I bought this because I'm training right now and it looks like I'll be soloing in this
exact model soon, so I wanted to be familiar (even the interior is nearly exact to the one picture I took!). If a 152 II is\/was in
your past, present or future, you definitely should buy this, because everything about it is stunning. If you're familiar with the
process, the .cfg file is easy to edit if you need to change the avionics to represent any 152 II that you'd like (I needed a
NAV\/COM stack with standby and slightly newer transponder).

In summary, if you enjoy the old-school Cessnas, you'll love this DLC. Awesome.

As mentioned above - if you're having a fuel issue where you're only using one tank, either left or right, it's almost certainly
because you loaded this aircraft AFTER starting the sim into another aircraft with the selector not set to BOTH. This happened
to me because I had be default flight set to a 172 with the selector set to LEFT and then loaded this aircraft while sitting at the
field. I'm sure this issue will affect ANY gravity-fed fuel system, not just this DLC. Just load this plane directly from the free
flight options to avoid it. If you're like me and save as you go, you'll need to edit your saved .FLT file "tank" settings to "All"
instead of either "Left" or "Right".. i used to feel lonely. not anymore!

Thanks Hexakima. This is hella nice!. Ideal for kids I suppose, it has a nice story for a click-and-search game, did finish it a tad
quick though. I guess some more puzzles wouldnt hurt! All in all a not-to-tough a nut to crack but it does bring pleasure.
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